AGREEMENT

Agreement regarding participation in video production for Uppsala University.

The undersigned consents to participate in the recording of his/her lecture or the equivalent on video. The recording will be done by Uppsala University and will be archived at Uppsala University.

The program will be coded for streaming and podcast and published on the Internet, either on the University’s Web pages or on other Web sites where the University publishes material, such as Youtube and iTunesU and/or in program work with Swedish Educational Broadcasting (UR, Sveriges utbildningsradio AB) for broadcast on the Knowledge Channel (Kunskapskanalen) and on the UR Web.

The undersigned grants Uppsala University the right to make use of any copyrighted content belonging to the undersigned that occurs in the recording. This granting of this right of use is for unlimited time and for the purposes mentioned above. The right of use is granted without remuneration.

This agreement exists in two copies, one held by each of the parties.

Uppsala, .... ........ (date)

Signature of participant For Uppsala University

Printed name:
Address:
City and postal code:
Tel:
Mob:

Organisationsnr:
202100-2932